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GNE myopathy, previously known as hereditary inclusion body myopathy (HIBM), distal myopathy with rimmed vacuoles (DMRV), or Nonaka myopathy, is a rare genetic muscle disease.1-4
It has an autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance with an estimated prevalence of 1-9 in
1,000,000 in the general population. It is estimated that ~40,000 GNE myopathy patients exist
worldwide.5 Onset is typically in early adulthood (between 20-40 years old), presenting with
bilateral foot drop caused by weakness of the anterior tibialis muscles, with relative sparing of
quadriceps muscles (Figure).6 Cardiac and respiratory functions are rarely affected.6

How does GNE myopathy
affect thequality of life?
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GNE myopathy is a slowly progressing disease, taking
decades to affect skeletal muscles throughout the body. As
the disease progresses, muscle weakness typically leads
to the following:
• Gait changes and decreased stability, leading to frequent falls.
•
a seated position.
• Use of assistive devices such as orthotics, canes, walkers.
Even though the progression rate is different among
individuals, patients typically require a wheelchair within
10-20 years of disease onset.
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above head and grip weakness. In later stages of the disease, patients may experience a complete loss of skeletal muscle function and require aid from caregivers for activities of daily life.
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Foot drop is an early
indicator of GNE myopathy.

How is GNE myopathy diagnosed?
drop, should be evaluated for GNE myopathy. The typical pattern of muscle involvement begins
quadriceps muscles in advanced stages of the disease.2-3,6
Serum creatine kinase levels may be normal to moderately elevated. Electromyograms and
on biopsies from affected muscle groups (not yet replaced by fat) typically reveals atrophic
sections.2,3 Muscle MRI shows STIR hyperintensity followed by progressive fat replacement as
muscles become affected.7
2-3,6
Histopathology of muscle biopsies are needed in instances such as patients with variants of uncertain

alleles of the GNE gene.4-6 Usually, sequencing of the entire gene is needed as there are more
than 200 mutations responsible.5 In relatives of affected patients, or in ethnicities with founder
effects, targeted sequencing of the GNE gene can be performed. For example, GNE founder
(Ile618Thr), and Middle Eastern (Met743Thr).4,6 The application of next-generation sequencing
neuromuscular disease cohorts worldwide. However, further investigations are needed when
genetic counseling are recommended for patients and families of affected individuals.
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What causes muscle weakness
in GNE myopathy patients?

The GNE gene encodes the bifunctional enzyme responsible for
the biosynthesis of sialic acid, and the regulation of cell surface
sialylation.8,9 In patients with GNE myopathy, decreased GNE function
and hyposialylation of muscle glycoproteins, are thought to play a role
in disease pathophysiology.10,11 Decreased, but not absent, enzyme
activity results from GNE mutations, which are most commonly missense,5 with no patients known to harbor two null mutations. This
GNE knock-out in mice is embryonic lethal,
which suggests a potentially critical role for the gene during development.13 Experts suspect GNE plays additional undiscovered cellular
roles that may contribute to disease pathology.13

How can we treat GNE myopathy?

Patients with GNE myopathy should be managed by a multidisciplinary team to establish the extent of the disease and address
individual needs as the disease progresses. Ambulatory and assistive devices provide support for motor function and activities of daily
living. Patients are encouraged to pursue a healthy diet and a balanced physical exercise regime to avoid muscle under-use. Muscle
over-use, such as lifting weights or performing activities that result in
severe muscle pain, should also be avoided.6

enzyme assays and antibodies:
These research tools are needed for preclinical assessments, to support clinical trials, and to determine the pathogenicity of novel sequence
variants for the diagnosis of patients.
5. Understanding variability in disease onset and progression:
It is important to understand the factors that can result in clinical variability, such as the severity of GNE mutations and their interplay with
of these variables through analysis of natural history and genomic
data may lead to more accurate prognoses, patient care, and development of therapies.
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